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Abstract

A system for the detection of independently moving ob-
jects by a moving observer by means of investigating opti-
cal flow fields is presented. The usability of the algorithm is
shown by a collision detection application. Since the mea-
surement of optical flow is a computationally expensive op-
eration, it is necessary to restrict the number of flow mea-
surements. The first part of the paper describes the usage
of a particle filter for the determination of positions where
optical flow is calculated. This approach results in a fixed
number of optical flow calculations leading to a robust real
time detection of independently moving objects on standard
consumer PCs. The detection method for independent mo-
tion relies on knowledge about the camera motion. Even
though inertial sensors provide information about the cam-
era motion, the sensor data does not always satisfy the re-
quirements of the proposed detection method. The second
part of this paper therefore deals with the enhancement of
the camera motion using image information. The third part
of this work specifies the final decision module of the algo-
rithm. It derives a decision (whether to issue a warning or
not) from the sparse detection information.

1. Introduction

Moving objects exhibit potential threats in traffic sit-
uations and hence this work focuses on the detection of
such objects. Using the human head as an inspiration, a
lightweight monocular camera mounted on a pan-tilt-unit
(PTU) is chosen to investigate the environment in this ap-
plication. The analysis of optical flow fields gathered from
this camera system is a cheap and straight forward approach
avoiding heavy and sensitive stereo rigs. A system using the
detection of moving objects for the task of collision warn-
ing is presented. The system is easily adaptible to mobile
robot applications.

After a short system overview, the basic concept for the
detection of independent motion and the particle filter used
for the detection is described (section 2). In section 3 the es-
timation of the camera motion from a fusion of car inertial
sensor data and image information is characterized. The ex-
act knowledge of camera motion is necessary for the detec-
tion method. Afterwards the decision algorithm which is re-
sponsible for issuing a warning if any of the moving objects
are on a collision trajectory is presented (section 4).

Figure 1. The UTA demonstrator from the Daim-
ler Chrysler AG. Only one of the two PTU mounted
cameras is used in this work.

System Overview: The demonstrator from the Daimler
Chrysler AG, which is used in this work, is called Urban
Traffic Assistant (UTA) (fig. 1). The setup of UTA [11] in-
cludes a digital camera mounted on a pan-tilt-unit (PTU),
GPS, map data, internal velocity and yawrate sensors, etc.
The fusion of GPS and map data could be used to announce
the geometry of an approaching intersection to the vision
system. The camera then focuses on the intersection. Using



the known egomotion of the camera, independently mov-
ing objects are detected and the driver’s attention can be di-
rected towards them.

2. Detection

The basic concepts used for the detection of indepen-
dently moving objects by a moving observer through inves-
tigation of the optical flow are introduced in this section.

Computation of Optical Flow: A large number of algo-
rithms for the computation of optical flow exist [6]. Any
of these algorithms calculating the full 2D optical flow can
be used for the proposed algorithm. Algorithms calculat-
ing the normal flow only (i.e. the flow component parallel
to the image gradient) are, however, inappropriate. The op-
tical flow in this work is calculated using an iterative gra-
dient descend algorithm [2], applied to subsequent levels of
an image pyramid.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. Theoretical flow field for a simple scene.
The 3D scene is shown at (a). The scene consists
of 3 blocks. The camera, displayed as small pyra-
mids, translates towards the blocks while rotating
around the y axis. The flow field F as induced by
this movement is shown in (b). Its rotational com-
ponent FR (c) and translational component FT (d)
with the Focus of Expansion (FOE) are shown on
the right.

Detection of Independent Motion: Consider the optical
flow induced by the translational velocity vc of a camera

observing a rigid static scene. Changing the frame of refer-
ence using a Galilei transformation [28] does not alter the
imaging process and hence the same flow field may arise
from a camera moving with v′

c = vc + va viewing the same
rigid scene moving with v′

s = va. Only the relative veloc-
ity vr = v′c − v′s = vc between camera and object deter-
mines the optical flow field. Similar considerations lead to
the fact that only the relative rotation between camera and
object is relevant for the optical flow field. In the follow-
ing all considered motions and rotations are relative.

An arbitrary rigid motion can always be described by a
rotation R followed by a translation T . Hence the optical
flow field F induced by the motion is the superposition of
the optical flow field FR resulting from the rotation R and
the optical flow field FT resulting from the translation T

(Fig. 2). Optical flow resulting from a rotation is indepen-
dent of the scene geometry and can be computed directly if
the rotation is known. A flow field resulting from a transla-
tion has simple geometric properties: All flow vector point
radially away from the focus of expansion (FOE) and radi-
ally towards the focus of contraction (FOC). The locations
of the FOE and FOC are determined by the camera transla-
tion and do not necessarily lie in the image. The length of
each flow vector depends on the distance of the projected
object from the camera center and is hence scene depen-
dent.

Now consider again a moving camera viewing a static
rigid scene. Given a known camera motion T and R and
an optical flow field F , the translational part of the flow
field FT can be calculated by subtracting FR (computed
from R) from F (measured in the images). The direction
of the translational part of the flow field can also be calcu-
lated using the known camera motion. Comparing the di-
rections of these two translational flow fields (i.e. by using
the angle between the vectors) yields points where the un-
derlying model is violated. Neglecting measurement errors
(both for the camera motion and the optical flow), this re-
sults in the fact that the underlying (relative) motion was in-
consistent with the camera motion. Hence an object which
moved with respect to the static scene has been projected to
the points where the direction of the two flow fields do not
coincide [5].

In our approach, the camera motion (relative to the static
scene) can be derived from rotation sensor and speed sensor
data of the car, or it can alternatively be measured directly
from the images if only the static scene is pictured [9]. Since
the car inertial sensor do not capture certain movements
(e.g. pitching) and are corrupted by measurement noise, a
robust approach for the refinement of the necessary camera
motion parameters from image information is necessary. It
is described in section 3.

Fast Detection Of Independent Motion: Since determin-
ing highly accurate optical flow (OF) with subpixel preci-



sion is a computationally expensive operation, the number
of OF measurements have to be restricted in real time en-
vironments. However, when computing OF at sparse loca-
tions, one would like to capture as much flow on indepen-
dently moving objects as possible. An adapted particle fil-
ter is chosen for this task. The approach chosen in this work
is inspired by [19] and determines the sample positions (i.e.
points where optical flow will be calculated) partly by us-
ing a vector of random variables, which are distributed ac-
cording to an initialization distribution function (IDF), and
partly by propagating samples from the last time step us-
ing a particle filter approach.

Particle Filter: The idea of the particle filter has been first
published in 1949 by Metropolis and Ulam. Since than and
it has been only sporadically mentioned in the literature up
to the rediscovery in 1993 by Gordon et. al [10]. A large
variety of papers on particle filters has been written since
than. A good introduction can be found in [3]. In 1998 Isard
introduced this technique into the field of computer vision
for tracking tasks [19, 20]. Lately a lot of effort went into
improvements of particle filters to overcome certain limi-
tations and problems [4, 13, 21, 7]. However, only little
work has been done in the field of using such probabilis-
tic techniques for the investigation and interpretation of op-
tical flow fields: In [22] motion discontinuities are tracked
using optical flow and the CONDENSATION algorithm and
in 2002 Zelek [29] used a particle filter to predict and there-
fore speedup a correlation based optical flow algorithm.

Let θt denote the unobserved state of the system at the
discrete time t ∈ N (in our case the system state con-
sists of the position of the point resulting from a projec-
tion of an independent motion). Modeling the system as a
Markov process results in the conditional transition proba-
bility p(θt+1|θ0, θ1, . . . , θt) = p(θt+1|θt). In other words
the state of the system in the next time step does only de-
pend on the current state of the system and not on the his-
tory (here the transition probability of a point is given by
the measured flow vector at this point plus zero mean nor-
mal distributed noise). Let further denote yt the observation
of our system at time t. If we assume a likelihood func-
tion p(yt|θt), modeling the observation process (the obser-
vation process in this application modeled by the likelihood
function is described in paragraph 2), the posteriori distri-
bution is given by Bayes’ law

p(θt|yt) =
p(yt|θt)p(θt)

∫

p(yt|θt)p(θt) dθ
(1)

where the marginalization p(yt) =
∫

p(yt|θt)p(θt) dθ can
be seen as a normalization factor.

Since p(θt) is at no time known exactly (it is unob-
served), the best estimate for p(θt) can be calculated by
using the estimate from the last time step p(θt−1|yt−1)
and the transition probability p(θt|θt−1) [3] resulting in the

Chapman-Kolmogorov prediction equation

p(θt|yt−1) =

∫

p(θt|θt−1)p(θt−1|yt−1) dθ (2)

Plugging this estimate into Bayes’ law (eq. 1) results in the
update equation

p(θt|yt) =
p(yt|θt)p(θt|yt−1)

∫

p(yt|θt)p(θt|yt−1) dθ
(3)

Generally the prediction and update equations cannot be
computed in closed form since they require the evaluation of
complex and possibly multidimensional integrals. Applying

• Initialize (t=0):
Generate N independent identical distributed (iid)
samples θ

(i)
0 , i ∈ {1, . . . , N} from the user given ini-

tial distribution p(θ0).
• Iterate:

1. Predict θ
(i)
t+1 by sampling from p(θt+1|θ(i)

t )

2. Evaluate weights0 w
(i)
t+1 = p(yt+1|θ(i)

t+1)

3. Normalize the weights.
4. Resample N times with replacement from the

samples θ
(i)
t+1 according to the weight w

(i)
t+1.

5. Set t = t + 1 and repeat iteration (goto 1).

Figure 3. Description of the particle filter algo-
rithm [3].

Monte Carlo techniques leads to the particle filter algorithm
(given in fig. 3). In the particle filter algorithm, the distribu-
tions are approximated by a set of N particles θ(i) and their
weights w(i). To reduce the degeneracy problem and to al-
low reinitialization if the object is lost, step 4 in the itera-
tion process is modified so that a fraction of the samples are
chosen by sampling from an importance distribution g(θ)

[3]. The weights of these importance samples w
(i)
imp,t must

then be corrected to achieve a consistent representation of
the posteriori density [20]

w
(i)
imp,t+1 =

p(yt+1|θ(i)
t+1)

g(θ)
(4)

Fig. 4 shows a graphical representation of one iteration step
in the particle filter with the modified resampling step. For
a thorough discussion of particle filters see [3].

Likelihood: The likelihood function models the observa-
tion process. For simplicity the inverse measurement model,
giving the probability for a pixel belonging to the static
scene, is derived.
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Figure 4. Graphical representation of a particle
filter cycle with importance sampling. The state
space dimension is given on the horizontal axis.
The vertical axis represents the time. The new
samples are selected from the samples of the last
timestep (top) according to their weight (size of
blobs). After applying the motion model, diffusion
is added. These two steps represent the predic-
tion step. The importance samples are added and
weights are calculated by evaluating the observa-
tion density at the sample positions (update). The
weights of the importance samples are corrected
according to eq. 4 in this step. The resulting sam-
ples are used as input to the next time step. (Fig-
ure similar to [3]). The “clustering effect” of the
particle filter can be observed.

The measurement is assumed to be corrupted by zero
mean normal distributed noise of varying variance σ2

l . The
variance depends on the distance of the point to the FOE de

and on the length of the flow vector dl:

σ2
l = (arcsin(

σe

de

) + arcsin(
σp

dl

))2 (5)

where σe is a user given standard deviation for the position
of the FOE and σp is a user given standard deviation for the
accuracy of the tracking process. Equation 5 can be made
plausible by simple geometric considerations (Fig. 5): If the
error in the FOE position is σe, the maximum induced an-
gular error is given by arctan(σe

de

). Similar considerations
explain the second therm. The standard deviation σl can be
interpreted as a “soft threshold” for the angle between the
two flow fields. The dependency on the flow length makes
sense. For a given error in the determination of the corre-
spondence, the angular error gets smaller with longer flow
vectors. Similar considerations apply to the distance from
the FOE.

Since we are interested in the probability of a pixel be-
longing to an independently moving object, the likelihood

σe

de

343343
343343
343

545545
545545
545

67

89 :;α
FOE x

∆

Figure 5. Geometric derivation of the likelihood
function: The angular error ∆α is induced by the
error in the FOE position σe in dependence of the
distance of point x from the FOE de.

function is modeled as

p(y|θ) = 1.0 − 1√
2πσl

exp(− α2

2σ2
l

) (6)

where α is the angle between the two flow fields.

Summary Fast Detection: The usage of a particle filter re-
sults in a Bayesian approximation of the posterior probabil-
ity function for independent motion. The posterior distribu-
tion is approximated by a set of particles. Every particle has
a weight according to the probability for independent mo-
tion at its position. One outcome of the particle filter is, that
the particle positions are chosen according to the probability
distribution for independent motion. This leads to a “clus-
tering” of particles on moving objects. Optical flow is mea-
sured at every particle position and hence many flow mea-
surements are captured on moving objects. See [14] for a
detailed description.

3. Refinement

The detection method for independent motion relies on
precise knowledge about the camera motion. Car motion
can also be measured using image information. In order to
derive camera motion parameter from image information,
image correspondences for static scene points are needed.
Therefore the correspondences used in the refinement are
not chosen from the particle filter, but come from a second
pool of flow measurements.

Since firstly the car inertial sensors are subject to mea-
surement errors and secondly not every possible motion is
captured by sensors (e.g. there is no rotation sensor measur-
ing the tilt axis), the image information is fused with car in-
ertial sensor data to obtain a more precise camera motion.

Essential Matrix: The essential matrix E describes the re-
lationship between two views of a static scene. Any point x

in the first view is constrained to lie on the epipolar line l in
the second view. The essential matrix E relates x to l via:

l = Ex (7)

This constraint can also be expressed for an image point cor-
respondence x1 and x2 through the so called “fundamental



constraint”:
xT

2 E12x1 = 0. (8)

Where E12 is the essential matrix between the two views 1
and 2.

An important property of all epipolar lines l is, that they
intersect in the epipole e itself. The epipole e is the projec-
tion of the center of the first camera into the second camera.
With pure translational camera movement the epipole coin-
cides with the focus of expansion (FOE) or focus of con-
traction (FOC), depending on the direction of the camera
motion. For a thorough discussion on multiple view geom-
etry see [26].

MAP Essential Matrix Estimation: Extensive stud-
ies about essential matrix estimation [26, 16] and the
closely related problem of fundamental matrix computa-
tion [25, 26, 8, 17] exist. Further on there is a vast variety
of literature about ego-motion estimation [27, 12, 1].

Since an approximation to the essential matrix can be in-
ferred from the car inertial sensors, it seems an obvious im-
provement to use this prior knowledge in the estimation pro-
cess. The Bayesian maximum a posteriori (MAP) estima-
tion is well adapted to solve these kind of estimation prob-
lems. Input to the MAP estimation are a likelihood function
p(y|θ) describing the measurement process and a prior den-
sity p(θ) for the system state θ = (ex, ey, rx, ry, rz)

T . The
system state θ consists of the epipole position e = (ex, ey)T

and the Euler rotation angles r = (rx, ry, rz)
T . A multidi-

mensional normal distribution is assumed for the prior p(θ)

p(θ) =
1

√

(2π)5 det(Σ)
exp(−1

2
(θ−θ)T Σ−1(θ−θ)) (9)

where the mean θ is calculated using the inertial sensors
and the covariance matrix Σ is a user given diagonal matrix
with entries σ2

ex
, σ2

ey
, σ2

rx
, σ2

ry
and σ2

rz
representing the con-

fidence in the sensor data. The likelihood function p(y|θ) of
the measurements y given the system state θ is chosen to be
represented by a normal distribution

p(y|θ) =
1

√

2πσ2
l

∏

i

exp(− d2
i

2σ2
l

) (10)

where a measurement yi consists of a point correspon-
dence between xi and x′

i, σl describes the second mo-
ment of the distribution and di is the distance of the
point xi = (xi,x, xi,y , xi,w)T from the epipolar line
li = (li,1, li,2, li,3)

T corresponding to x′

i

d2
i (xi, x

′

i, e, r) =
xi · li

x2
i,w(l2i,1 + l2i,2)

(11)

The epipolar line li corresponding to x′

i can be calculated
by

li = [e]xRx′

i (12)

where [e]x denotes a skew symmetric 3 by 3 matrix

[e]x =





0 −1 ey

1 0 −ex

−ey ex 0



 (13)

and R is the rotation matrix constructed from the Euler an-
gles r.

The posteriori distribution is proportional to the product
between the prior and the likelihood function

p(θ|y) ∝ p(y|θ)p(θ). (14)

Estimating the maximum of the posterior can be simpli-
fied by taking the logarithm of equation 14

ln p(θ|y) ∝ −(θ − θ)T Σ−1(θ − θ) −
∑

i

d2
i

2σ2
l

(15)

Obviously equation 15 is less or equal to zero

0 ≥ −(θ − θ)T Σ−1(θ − θ) −
∑

i

d2
i

2σ2
l

(16)

and finding the maximum of equation 15 is identical to find-
ing the minimum of its negative

arg maxθ ln p(θ|y) = arg minθ − ln p(θ|y) (17)

The MAP estimate of the camera pose (epipole and rotation)
is hence given by the minimum of the functional L(e, r)

L(e, r) = (θ − θ)T Σ−1(θ − θ) +
∑

i

d2
i

2σ2
l

(18)

The Levenberg-Marquardalgorithm is used to find the mini-
mum of this functional. Only the translation direction can be
estimated from image point correspondences. The distance
cannot be calculated without further knowledge. A parame-
terization of the epipole (representing the translation direc-
tion) in polar coordinates is chosen. Since only the transla-
tion direction can be estimated, the radius is dropped from
the polar coordinate representation.

Preemptive MSAC: A single wrong image correspon-
dence (f.e. resulting from a measurement error) can
lead to a significantly wrong result of the MAP estima-
tion. Hence a robust estimation method is needed. The
M-estimator SAmple Consensus (MSAC) [24] is used to
deal with this problem. The basic idea behind the MSAC al-
gorithm is described in figure 6. In difference to the MSAC
algorithm, the preemptive MSAC chooses the samples ac-
cording to the known posterior probability distribution
from the last time step. This generally results in a faster so-
lution. For a thorough investigation of the advantages of
the preemptive MSAC refer to [23].



4. Decision

In the following section the algorithm deriving a warn-
ing decision from the sparse probability measurements is
given in detail.

Spatio-Temporal Filtering: At each sample position the
probability for an independently moving object is calculated
(the sample weight). These probabilities are inserted in an
otherwise empty image and Gauss filtered with a user se-
lected window size. The low pass filtering can be regarded
as an interpolation step to get a denser estimate of the
probability. Because short interruptions (f.e. by the wind-
screen wiper) may occur, the resulting sequence is tem-
porally filtered. The probability at a certain pixel position
is thereby regarded as a one dimensional signal, which is
passed through a digital low pass filter. This is done for ev-
ery pixel position.

Clustering: In order to get from a pixel wise probability
representation to few moving objects, a clustering algorithm
is used. Thresholding the probability image leads to a bi-
nary image. After running a dilation algorithm for connect-
ing regions close to each other, a labeling algorithm is run.
The labeling algorithm identifies and labels connected re-
gions by processing the image pixel per pixel and looking
at the neighbors of the current pixel. The bounding boxes
are extracted for each of the regions. The relevant char-
acterization is extracted for every region, namely position,
size, number of correspondences in it, mean probability and

• Iterate maximal n times:
1. Select a minimum number (5) of correspon-

dences randomly. A correspondence at position
x is chosen with probability 1.0 − p(x), where
p(x) indicates the probability that at position x

has been a moving objects at the last time step.
The spatio-temporal filtered posterior distribu-
tion (section 4) is used as p(x).

2. Calculate the MAP estimate from these corre-
spondences.

3. Calculate the error δi for every correspondence.
4. Calculate the loss function L =

∑

i ρ(δ2
i ) with

ρ(δ2) =

{

δ2 if δ2 < T 2

T 2 otherwise

5. If L is bigger than a threshold repeat iteration
(goto 1), else choose this solution and exit.

• Select the solution with the minimal loss function L

Figure 6. Description of the MSAC algorithm [24].

weighted mean motion. Position, size and number of corre-
spondences N in every region can be extracted straight for-
ward from the bounding boxes. The mean probability and
the mean motion are calculated using only the correspon-
dences in the region. Let fi = xi,t − xi,t−1 denote the mo-
tion given by a point correspondence between xi,t−1 and
xi,t and si denote the corresponding entry in the probabil-
ity image from time t at position xi,t. The weighted mean
motion f is calculated by

f =

∑N

i=1 sifi
∑N

i=1 si

(19)

and the mean probability q is calculated by

q =

∑N

i=1 si

N
(20)

Kalman Tracking: The idea behind this algorithm is that
a separate Kalman filter is assigned to every moving ob-
ject. The 2D position and velocity of the moving object in
the image is used as system state in the Kalman filters. The
list of regions from the clustering algorithm is used as mea-
surements. Since multiple measurements and Kalman filters
might be involved, each region must be assigned to a spe-
cific Kalman filter instance from the list of all Kalman fil-
ters. This list is maintained in the following manner in ev-
ery time step:

1. The prediction step is performed for every Kalman fil-
ter in the list.

2. For every Kalman filter the closest region to the cur-
rent position of the Kalman filter is searched. If this
region is closer than either three times the Kalman fil-
ter variance or closer than 7 pixel, it is used as mea-
surement for the update step. If the region is further
away, no update step is performed.

3. Kalman filters which have not been updated in the first
three subsequent time steps of their lifetime are re-
moved. Kalman filters which have not been updated
for the last 3 cycles are also deleted.

4. A new Kalman filter is added to the list for every re-
gion which has not been assigned to an already exist-
ing Kalman filter.

5. When two Kalman filter adopt positions closer than
7 pixels to each other, the younger Kalman filter is
deleted.

The details of the Kalman filter implementation are pre-
sented in the subsequent section.

Kalman Filter Implementation The Kalman filter [18] is
a set of mathematical equations that provides an efficient
solution to the discrete-data linear filtering problem. For the
algorithm presented here, we follow the notation convention
of [15] where the basic filter equations can also be found.



System Description: Since we only have image coordinates
(no 3D information) for our independently moving clus-
ters, we estimate the cluster centers in image coordinates.
Approximating the system by a simple point mass model
(as often used in physics) the x and y-motion are indepen-
dent, yielding two independent Kalman filters per cluster.
The main advantage of two independent Kalman filters per
cluster is the computational speed. We estimate the follow-
ing states: Notation:

~xx =
[

x vx ax

]T
, ~xy =

[

y vy ay

]T

(21)
where x, vx, and ax are position, velocity, and acceleration
of the cluster (analogous for y).

Measurements are the cluster positions and the average
optical flow of the contributing flow vectors as cluster ve-
locity.

~zx =

[

xcluster
vx,cluster

]

, ~zy =

[

ycluster
vy,cluster

]

(22)

For our simple filter, the control vector describing external
system input is 0.
Process description: The connection between measure-
ments and system variables is straight forward:

ẋ = vx, v̇x = ax, ȧx = 0, (23)

The same equations apply for the y direction.
Measurement Description: The measurement update step
incorporates the new measurements. xcluster and vx,cluster as
measurements can be easily expressed in terms of state vari-
ables:

h(~x)x =

[

xcluster

vx,cluster

]

=

[

x

vx

]

. (24)

Again, the same equations apply for the y direction. These
equations and their derivatives w.r.t. the state vector are the
input to the Kalman filter. Time update is performed at each
time step. Measurement update steps are performed when-
ever new measurements are available.

Measurement variances are estimated to be 7 pixels for
the cluster position due to the uncertainties in detecting dif-
ferent parts of the object in different frames. The uncer-
tainty of the cluster velocity is robustly obtained from op-
tical flow measurements with an conservatively estimated
uncertainty of 2 pixels. The system uncertainties are esti-
mated with 2 pixels, and the initial covariances are conser-
vatively set to 7 pixels and 7 pixels/s, respectively. The ac-
celeration state is not considered at this point, but could be
estimated if needed.

5. Experiments

Figs. 7, 8 and 9 show results on a real world image se-
quences acquired with UTA.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7. Some images from a pedestrian cross-
ing sequence. The pedestrian is detected early
and tracked, even though it is temporarily partially
occluded by a parked car. A warning is issued in
image (c).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8. Some images from an intersection se-
quence. The car is detected early and a warning is
issued in image (b). Images (b) to (d) are magni-
fied sections of the original images.

Timing: The mean computation time is 80± 13 ms for the
real world sequence with the intersecting car (Fig. 8). These
timings were measured on a standard 3.0 GHz Pentium IV
PC with an overall number of 500 samples. The optical flow
used a pyramid of size 2.

6. Conclusions

A fast and robust Bayesian system for the detection of in-
dependently moving objects by a moving observer has been
presented. The usability of the system has been demon-
strated by a collision warning application. The main im-
provements with respect to earlier versions of this algorithm



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9. Some images from a cyclist intersec-
tion sequence. The cyclist is detected early and
the driver is warned in image (b). Images (b) to (d)
are magnified sections of the original images.

are:

• Fusion of car inertial sensor information with image
information by usage of MAP estimation for camera
pose.

• Incorporation of a final Kalman filter based decision
module.

• Improvement of the likelihood function.
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